Polarized Raman spectroscopy on few-layer ReS2 and ReSe2 was carried out to determine the crystallographic orientations. Since monolayer ReX2 (X=S or Se) has a distorted trigonal structure with only an inversion center, there is in-plane anisotropy and the two faces of a monolayer crystal are not equivalent. Since many physical properties vary sensitively depending on the crystallographic orientation, it is important to develop a reliable method to determine the crystal axes of ReX2. By comparing the relative polarization dependences of some representative Raman modes measured with three different excitation laser energies with high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy, we established a reliable procedure to determine the all three principal directions of few-layer ReX2 including a way to distinguish the two types of faces: a 2.41-eV laser for ReS2 or a 1.96-eV laser for ReSe2 should be chosen as the excitation source of polarized Raman measurements; then the relative directions of the maximum intensity polarization of the Raman modes at 151 and 212 cm -1 (124 and 161 cm -1 ) of ReS2 (ReSe2) can be used to determine the face types and the Re-chain direction unambiguously.
Introduction
The 2-dimensional (2D) layered transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) ReX2 (X=S, Se), are attracting much interest for application in optoelectronic devices because ReS2 has a direct bandgap for all thicknesses from monolayer (1L) to bulk unlike other TMDs such as MoX2 and WX2 (X=S, Se) which have a direct bandgap only for the monolayer case. [1] [2] [3] [4] The optical bandgap energy of ReS2 varies in the visible range, from 1.47 eV for the bulk to 1.61 eV for 1L, depending on the number of layers, [5] [6] [7] making it an attractive candidate for optoelectronic devices. On the other hand, ReSe2 has an indirect (nearly direct) band gap of 1.2 eV in monolayer and 1.3 eV in bulk. [8] [9] [10] [11] Unlike group-VI TMDs, extra electrons of ReX2 (group-VII TMDs) make Re-Re bonds resulting in Peierls distortion. 5, [12] [13] [14] Due to this covalent bonding of the transition metal atoms (Re-Re), ReX2 has a distorted trigonal structure (1T′) in which the principal axes are not normal to each other, i.e., the triclinic structure with the space group 1 P (No. 2). 8, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Because of the 1T′ structure, ReX2 has in-plane anisotropy like black phosphorus 20 or WTe2, 21, 22 which leads to anisotropic optical and electronic properties [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] that can be utilized for polarization-sensitive photodetector 31, 32 or orientation-dependent thin film transistors. 26 Furthermore, since 1L
ReX2 has only one inversion center in the primitive cell. The two faces of 1L ReX2 are not equivalent. For optoelectronic devices, determining the orientation of the ReX2 layer (up or down) is as important as identification of the in-plane crystallographic orientation.
Therefore, an easy method to determine both the in-plane crystallographic orientation and the vertical orientation (up or down) of ReX2 is needed to fabricate devices with orientationdependent properties.
Raman spectroscopy is widely used in 2D materials research for characterization of several basic properties including the number of layers, strain, doping, etc. Polarized
Raman spectroscopy, in particular, has proven to be a powerful tool to determine to determine the crystal structures of 1D or 2D nanomaterials such as nanowires or black phosphorus crystals. [19] [20] [21] [22] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Some polarized Raman spectroscopy studies have been carried out to determine the orientation of ReX2. 37, 38 The in-plane crystal axes of bulk and few-layer ReX2 could be determined by comparing the polarization directions of some Raman modes with the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements. 19, 37 However, as we shall show in this work, the choice of the excitation laser energy is crucial because the polarization directions of the Raman modes depend on the excitation laser energy sensitively. In addition, the two vertical orientations were identified in bulk crystals of ReX2, but similar work on few-layer ReX2 has not been reported. Here, we report on a comprehensive set of polarized Raman measurements on few-layer ReX2 using several excitation energies in combination with high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM) to determine the in-plane axis and the vertical orientation simultaneously. We show that the 633-nm (1.96-eV) excitation for ReSe2 and the 514.5-nm (2.41-eV) excitation for ReS2, respectively, are most suitable for reliable determination of the crystallographic orientations.
Results and Discussion
Fig . 1a shows the crystal structure of 1L ReX2, which comprises a rhenium layer sandwiched between two sulfur layers. Because 1L ReX2 belongs to the point group Ci which has inversion symmetry only, it has two types of top-view as shown in Fig. 1a . 19, 39 The Re chain direction is taken as the b-axis and the other in-plane principal axis is taken as the a-axis. Then the (bulk) c-axis has opposite directions in the two types. We identify the two orientations in terms of the relative direction of the c-axis of the bulk crystal. The orientation in which the bulk c-axis is coming out of the plane will be called as the 'c-up' type and the other as the ' ̅ -up' type. We should note that because the c-axis is not orthogonal to a-or b-axis due to the triclinic structure, the c-axis is slightly tilted from the face normal. Some of the cleaved edges of exfoliated ReX2 samples are found to be approximately 60° or 120° with respect to each other as shown in Fig. 1b and c, and are usually assumed to be a-or b-axis. 19, 38, 40 However, as we will see below, assigning the crystallographic direction from the edge directions is often inaccurate.
The unit cell of 1L ReX2 has 12 atoms, and the irreducible representation can be written as Γ = 18(Ag + Au), among which Ag modes are Raman active. In anisotropic 2D materials, the polarization-dependent absorption and birefringence can be taken into account by expressing the Raman tensor elements in complex forms. 20, 21, 42, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] The Raman tensors can be written as . (2) The Raman intensity for excitation and detection in the z-direction is, The slight offset between the b-axis and the maximum intensity direction of mode 5 in the 1L samples of both ReS2 and ReSe2 is intriguing. We have measured multiple samples to confirm that this is reproducible. Some possible causes of the offset are residual strain in the sample and the influence of the SiO2/Si substrate. In order to check this possibility, we compared the polarization dependence of mode 5 of a free-standing ReS2 sample with that from a sample on a substrate and found no difference (see Supplementary Information Fig. S5 ). We also examined the effect of a uniaxial strain by exfoliating a ReS2 sample on a flexible substrate and applying a tensile strain, but the polarization dependences of modes 3 and 5 were not affected (see Supplementary   Information Fig. S6 ). We also fabricated a ReS2 sample with contiguous 1 to 3L regions on hBN and found that the relative rotation of the mode 5 in 1L ReS2 with respect to those in 2L and 3L
regions was identical to the case of samples on SiO2/Si (see Supplementary Information Fig. S7 ).
Therefore, we conclude that the slight offset of the maximum polarization direction of mode 5
with respect to the b-axis direction in the 1L case is an intrinsic property. In the literature, there are conflicting reports on the alignment of the maximum intensity direction of mode 5 in ReX2
with the b-axis. Our results show beyond experimental uncertainty that the two are aligned in 2L
and 3L but there is a clear offset in the 1L case. We suspect that the details of the band structure would be responsible for the peculiar polarization for the 1L case. For example, Gehlmann et al.
examined the band structure of ReS2 and found that the top of the valence band maximum at the Г point is very flat unlike other thicknesses.
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Experimental
Few-layer ReX2 samples were prepared by mechanical exfoliation from ReX2 flakes (HQ Graphene) on Si substrates with a 280-nm SiO2 layer and on 0.5 cm quartz substrates. It has been reported that ReS2 can exist in two different polytypes: isotropic-like (IS) and anisotropic-like (AI). 54 Since IS types are much more common, we selected only IS-type samples for our study.
For ReSe2, we found only one type of samples judged from their Raman spectra. In the case of ReSe2, the samples were kept in vacuum to avoid degradation because thin ReSe2 sample seems to degrade after measured with the 2.81-eV laser although the sample remained stable in ambient conditions without laser exposure. We identified the number of layers by comparing the optical contrast and Raman measurements.
The Raman measurements were performed by using a home-built confocal micro-Raman system using the excitation sources of the 2.81-eV (441.6-nm) line of a He-Cd laser, the 2.41-eV (514.5-nm) line of an Ar ion laser, the 2.33-eV (532-nm) line of a diode-pumped-solid-state laser, and the 1.96-eV (632.8-nm) line of a He-Ne laser. ReSe2 samples were kept in an optical vacuum chamber to avoid laser-induced damage to the sample, whereas ReS2 samples were measured in ambient conditions. A 50× objective lens (0.8 NA) and a 40× objective lens (0.6 NA) were used to focus the laser beam onto the sample and to collect the scattered light (backscattering geometry).
The Raman signal was dispersed with a HORIBA iHR550 spectrometer (2400 grooves/mm) and detected with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled back-illuminated charge-coupled-device (CCD) detector.
The laser power was kept below 0.1 mW. Three volume holographic notch filters (OptiGrate) were used to observe the low frequency region (< 100 cm -1 ). An achromatic half-wave plate was used to rotate the polarization of the linearly polarized laser beam to desired direction. All measurements were conducted in the parallel-polarization configuration, where the analyzer angle was set such that photons with the polarization parallel to the incident polarization pass through.
Another achromatic half-wave plate was placed in front of the spectrometer to keep the polarization direction of the signal entering the spectrometer constant with respect to the groove direction of the grating.
The TEM measurements were performed after polarized Raman measurements using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan cube G2 60-300 with a monochromator, operated at 80 kV.
Scanning TEM (STEM) analysis were applied for the analysis of definitive orientation of the diamond shaped rhenium chains. For TEM measurements, exfoliated ReX2 flakes on the SiO2/Si substrate were transferred onto a TEM grid using the wet direct transfer method without poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) . 55 The orientation of the sample was carefully aligned before and after the transfer in order to match with the orientation of the sample in the polarized Raman measurements.
Conclusion
Based on our results, we suggest the following procedure for determining the vertical orientation and the in-plane Re-chain direction of ReX2. First, a 2.41-eV laser for ReS2 or a 1.96-eV laser for ReSe2 should be chosen as the excitation source of polarized Raman measurements.
In the case of ReS2, other excitation energies can be used, but then a different offset value should be used in the case of 1L ReS2. For ReSe2, other laser energies should be avoided. 
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